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Thanks for Joining!

-I hope everyone is well and healthy!

-I prepared a lot of slides (you will see why)

-Apologies if I do not have time to fully answer your deep questions

-Happy to Discuss!

-My Email: song.ma@yale.edu

-Please drop an email if you have comments or questions

- I will also stay after the talk



Young Firms Are Important and Fun…



So We Asked Many Questions About Startups…

-What motivate people to become entrepreneurs?

-What kind of constraints do startups face? Financial, talent, regulatory, etc.

-How do startups obtain financing and how useful are VCs?

-…



But…
-Startups Do Not Live In Vacuum…

-As soon as they enter the economy, they start interact with incumbents



Real-world Discussions: Why This Matters



More…



This Talk: Central Question

-Q: How do startups and incumbents interact with each other? Why?

-Define “interactions”
- How one’s presence and actions affect the other’s behaviors

- Could be explicit (direct engagement) or more subtle (indirect influence)

-Define the “scope” of interactions
- Innovation is a central dimension

- Also: labor, financing, physical capital, …



Caveats

1. This is not a “well-defined” literature

- This is a way to thread seemingly unrelated topics together

- Help us organize what we know, discover unknown and inter-disciplinary questions

2. “Startups”

- We won’t be explicitly distinguishing small vs. young firms in this talk

- They share some key properties for the purpose of this talk

3. Might have missed a lot of good papers…

- Some are just too famous … 

- Limited by my knowledge and the 75min time limit



Outline

-Preparation: build the “world” for our discussion with startups and incumbents

- Assumptions about the startup-incumbents difference

- Interactions: key findings and economics

- In what dimensions do they interact, what are some key facts and economic mechanisms?

- Why do those interactions matter?

-Thoughts on future work

- What are missing and what are changing?



“Preparation”



Let Us Think About Two Companies

-Startup: Song’s Ice-Cream -Carol & Chloe (C&C) Group



Assumptions When Discussing Startups and Incumbents

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



Why Do Startups and Incumbents Interact?

-Startups

-Collect resources

-Survive, and grow themselves 

bigger and faster

-Incumbents

-Protect existing resources/capital

-Benefit from startup innovation

-Deter startup entry

-They have the common goal: maximize their own profit

-The differences in resources and constraints motivate interactions

For now, those are vague—will be clearer as we 
move into specific topics



The Interactions



1. Innovation

-Imagine—Song’s Ice 

Cream is developing a 

recipe for “ZERO-

Calorie Ice Cream” 

that actually tastes 

great



Innovation

-Traditional view, or the simple narrative about entrepreneurial innovation, is 

that startups “creatively destruct” the incumbents in this process.

-But, in practice, there are a ton of interactions in this process…



Starting from These Assumptions

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



Forms of Direct Innovation Interactions

In
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Alliances

Trading

Compete

-Alliances

- Co-development, etc.

-Trading of innovation assets

- Licensing, innovation transfer

-Compete

- Deter startup entry



1.1 Alliances

-Co-development: Strategic alliances

-An arrangement between two companies to undertake a mutually beneficial 

project while each retains its independence

-Imagine Song’s Ice Cream and C&C Group enter a strategic alliance

R&D Resources

Marketing and 
Financial 
Resources



Aghion & Tirole (1994) + Lerner & Merges (1998)

-To rationalize the existence and design of alliances…

-Aghion and Tirole (1994) uses an incomplete 

contract framework

- Incentives (A2): Keep development outside to flexibly 

incentivize research-intensive startups and avoid under-

investment problem

- Bargaining Power (A1 and A5): The split of the control 

rights hinges on the relative strength/importance of 

wedges in research capability and financial resources



Aghion & Tirole (1994) + Lerner & Merges (1998)

-Lerner and Merges (1998): 

- A textbook test of the theory, biotechnology industry

- Uses both case studies and empirical analysis

-Main findings:

- Code the detailed empirical contract design of alliances

- Wedges in financial resources affect the design of the 

alliance contracts (supporting the bargaining power)

- Did not find evidence that the uncertainty/riskiness of the 

disruptive innovation matter



Alliances As A Way to Fix Internal Innovation Problems

-Robinson (2008) provides an alternative rationale for alliances
- That rationalizes why incumbents creates 

-The idea (building up Stein, 1997)
- The key assumption is that certain investment contracts are enforceable between firms (like an 

alliance contract) but not internally. 

- Riskier/explorative projects are harder to incentivize internally because the “reward for risks” 
may not be enforceable

- As a result, riskier projects (that startups are good at) should be arranged externally

-Empirical test: using a large sample of alliances from SDC platinum
- The paper finds supporting evidence to this conjecture



Strategic Alliances and Ex Post Performance

-What Are the Ex Post Impact of Strategic Alliances?

-Ozmel, Robinson, and Stuart (2013)

- Alliances activities lead startups to enter more startups in the future but less VC investment

- The idea is the alliances help address information asymmetry but introduce conflicts of 

interests with future investor

-Li, Qiu, and Wang (2019)

- Firms entering strategic alliances pool resources and share knowledge

- Lead to more, higher quality, and more explorative patents



1.2 Licensing
-A patent license agreement is 

a contract between a patent 
owner (licensor) and a 
licensee that defines the terms 
under which the licensee may 
make, sell, and use a patented 
invention. 

-The agreement also provides 
how royalties will be paid to 
the patent owner.

Market for Technology
(MFT)



Arora, Fosfuri, and Gambardella (2001); 
Gans and Stern (2003)

-Market for technology is a very broad literature.

- I strongly recommend the above two readings

-Instead of reviewing the literature, I would like to provide a not so well-

known licensing data source for those with more finance background.



Patent Licensing Data in SEC Filings

-Important licensing agreements are often filed as material contracts
- Licensing parties, royalty (sometimes), terms, among other things

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/
1401667/000119312511343919/d271369d
ex101.htm



1.3 Patent Trading and Reallocation

-Patent trading is the “extreme” end of innovation interactions

- in which case the patent from one firm is completely transferred to the other

-“Universal” Data: This information is tracked, accurately, in USPTO Patent 

Assignment (and Reassignment) Data

Alliances Licensing Patent Trading

Stage In-development or 
post-development Post-development Post-development

Ownership Partial Partial Full



Serrano (2010); Akcigit, Celik and Greenwood (2016)

-On average 16% of USPTO patents are traded 

-Average trading age is 5.48 years



Figueroa and Serrano (2019)

-The paper examines the patent flows 

between small vs. big firms

-Key findings

- Small firm patents are 70% more likely to be 

traded

- Small selling to big is 5 times more likely than 

a big selling to small firms



1.4 Adding Market Power

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



Startup Innovation is Acquired to Be “Killed”

-Cunningham, Ederer, and Ma (2020)

- “Killer acquisitions”:
- An incumbent firm may acquire an innovative target and terminate the 

development of the target's innovations to preempt future competition.

-The key insight of the paper: 
- for incumbents with market power, they are incentivized to protect their 

market share/profit by paying good price to acquire promising innovation 
but forgo costly and uncertain development

-Data source: PharmaProject, TrialTrove, and Acquisition data



Continued: Test on Pharmaceutical Industry

-Find that acquisitions of overlapping (substitute) projects by an incumbents 

often leads to the termination of the target startup’s project

-These acquisitions often fly under the FTC scrutiny (HSR threshold)

-Related reading: Wallmann (2019, AER: Insights)



Kamepalli, Rajan, and Zingales (2020) “Kill Zone”
- Isn’t it a good thing that those startups can obtain high-

value acquisition deals down the road?
- Phillips and Zhdanov (2013) suggests that this might be the 

case

-Cunningham et al. (2020): There could be a social cost

-Kamepalli et al. (2020): The existence of powerful 
incumbents introduces barriers to startups’ customer 
acquisition and technological adoption, which in turn 
affects entrepreneurial financing.

-More on this WEFI next week by Raghu Rajan



Antitrust: 
Fix the Distortion in the Incumbent-Startup Competition



Recap on Innovation Interactions
-The narrative of startups producing disruptive innovation to replace incumbents 

should be considered with the active interactions between the two sectors

-These interactions 
- Are largely driven by the wedges of innovation capability and their resources

- Take different forms (alliances, licensing, trading, etc.)

- Innovation interactions are a central piece that drives some other dimensions to 
follow—financing, labor, etc.

-Topics not reviewed: Indirect innovation interactions like spillovers
- Peri (2005), Matray (2020), etc.



2. Financing Relationship

-Another important dimension of startup-incumbent interactions is 

through financing arrangements

- In the “Innovation” section, most of the transactions involve financial 

transaction as well

-For example strategic alliances involve capital contribution, licensing 

agreements need royalty payment

-But here we consider deals where the major component is a financing one



Starting from These Assumptions

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



2.1 Incumbents Finance Startups

-One direction of this is very natural—incumbents invest in startups

-The most prominent type is corporate venture capital (CVC)

- Imagine, the C&C Group creates a C&C Venture to invest in startups

$$



Differences Between CVC and Alliances

-Alliances

-Focused: often with a specific development goal in mind

-Clear complementarity: firms pooling resources together

-Rights: Both parties get (to some extent)

-CVCs are a bit puzzling as the interaction is in a weak form

-Diverse: Incumbents invest in a wide range of early-stage investors

-Loose control: Without contracted goal of development/strong control

-Clearly alternative: independent Venture Capitalist



Incumbents Finance Startups: Corporate VC

Source: PitchBook-NVCA



Incumbent-side Problem: Ma (2020)

-Using CVC initiation, 

investment, and termination 

decisions from 1980 to 2007

-Creates a measure of 

technological obsolescence

-CVC is used to fix weaknesses by learning innovation knowledge from startups.

-CVCs are often initiated following innovation deterioration (obsolescence), make 

strategic innovation, and are often terminated after regaining internal innovation



Lerner (2012) and Gompers and Lerner (1999)

Bright-side

-Lerner (2012) cautiously proposes 

that CVC may be the future for 

“The architecture of innovation”

-It combines the creativity of 

startups, the knowledge stock of 

incumbents, and the risk-

tolerance/long-termism of VC 

Dark-side or suspicion

-CVCs might be “dumb money”

-CVC investors are not incentivized 

well compared to other venture 

capitalist

-The relation between CVCs and the 

parent organization is also too 

complicated 



Do CVCs Create Values for Parents, Under What 
Conditions?

- Dushnitsky and Lenox (2005,  2006)

- And many surveys/recent papers by the 
author(s) 

- CVCs with a clear strategic focus (hand coded) 
are more likely to create value for parent firms

- Also identifies that firm’s financial health and 
absorptive ability (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990)



Startup-side Problem: Hellmann (2002)

-Then the question is: why are startups willing to take CVC $$$?

-Hellmann (2002) theoretically investigates the startup-incumbent 

relationship established using CVC

-When do CVC investments exist in 

equilibrium?

- When complementarity is high (most of the 

empirical studies)

- When substitutability is high but other VCs 

lead the investment



Mathews (2006): Accepting CVC To Deter Competition

-Mathews  (2006) makes a sharp point that is relevant to the “common 

ownership” logic

-The idea is

- when the startups innovation may replace the incumbents’ existing product, allowing 

CVC investment (startups giving up some ownership) can deter incumbents entry

-Time to bring the ice-cream example back…

- If C&C VC gets 10% of all Song’s profit from selling the zero-calorie ice-cream, that 

lowers the incentives to enter



Impact on Startups: Chemmanur et al. (2014)

- What is the impact of CVC investment on 
startups’ own innovative productivity?

- Chemmanur et al. (2014) examines this 
problem by investigating 

- They find that CVC-backed startups 
produce 27% more patents, which  
receives on average 17.6% more citations

- Potential channel: technological 
knowledge transfer and risk-tolerance



2.2 But Do Startups Fund Incumbents?

-This might be a very counter intuitive one

- Indeed, startups are financially constrained while incumbents are often more resourceful

-But the answer is Yes…

- Through trade credit

- Startups provide goods, while incumbents delay their payment

Provides goods on t=0

Payment $$$ on t=60



The Assumptions Leading to TC Arrangements

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



Small Firms Fund Large Firms?

- Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan (2012)

- This is one of the first studies that can 
examine detailed trade credit contracts 
(30K, 56 buyers)

- They find that small/young suppliers 
provides trade credit to large buyers

- Why? Startups offer a “trial” period to 
resolve the uncertainty and lack of 
relation (Assumption 3)

Net days for suppliers and 
buyers of different size

Source: Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan (2012, RFS)



Without Such Relation, Trades Are Less Likely…

- Breza and Lieberman (2017): Financing 
incumbents is necessary for startups to 
get business

- Breza and Lieberman (2017) uses a 
regulation changes in Chile that limits the 
types of trade credit contracts startup and 
incumbents can sign—hope to support 
the startup suppliers

- But—that decreases the trade likelihood 
by 11% (negative influence!)



(Negative) Consequences to Startup Suppliers

- Murfin and Njoroge (2015)

- Yet to be clear, startups financing 
incumbents have negative consequences

- Using a hand-collected panel of 1,063 
supplier-buyer relationships, Murfin and 
Njoroge (2015) find that increasing the 
payment speed helps small suppliers to 
make bigger investment

- Barrot and Nanda (2020) show a similar 
result for labor effect.



3. Labor

Startups:

1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, 

reputation)



Interactions on the Labor Market

Flow From Incumbents to 
Startups

Flow from Startups to 
Incumbents

Legal Barriers

-The choice of workers (potential 

entrepreneurs) results from 

trading off between

- The benefit from working for a 

creative startup (pecuniary and 

non-pecuniary)

- The risks and uncertainty 

associated with starting up



Competing on the Wage Dimension

-This is an unsettled issue—new data/facts/approaches are emerging.

-Brown and Medoff (2003)

-Startup wage discount

-Kim (2018) and Babina et al. (2020)

- Startup wage premium



Incumbent to Startups: Spinoffs, or Spin-outs, or Spawning

-The most well-studied labor interactions between startups and incumbents

-The idea is that:

-The key questions

- What motivates people to leave incumbents to found or join a startup?

- Are their experiences in incumbent firms helpful?

- Does that hurt the incumbent firms?



Why Entrepreneurs Leave Incumbents to Startup?
-Gompers, Lerner and Scharfstein (2005) 

- Use VentureOne and exploit the work history prior to entrepreneurship (1986-1999)

- roughly 40% of in-sample startups are founded by someone who left public firm jobs

-Two potential views:
- Learning and forming networks—lower entrepreneurial entry barrier/cost

- Large incumbents are unlikely to fund their ideas—lower potential upside of staying (could 
be large firms incapable of evaluating/responding, or optimally focusing)

-Findings and interpretations
- Public firms in SV and MA spawn more, especially if they were once VC backed 

- Tightly-run undiversified companies spawn more startups



Does Incumbent Experience Help?
-Chatterji (2009): Yes

-Medical device industry startups

-Spawned startups perform better: raise 
VC faster and produce more and better 
innovation

-However, the knowledge/experience that 
are the most useful are not innovation-
related: it is market and regulation know-
how.



Golden Age of Entrepreneurship

- Azoulay, Jones, Kim, and Miranda (2020)
- The mean age at founding for the 1-in-1,000 

fastest growing new ventures is 45.0. 

- Prior experience in the specific industry 
predicts much greater rates of entrepreneurial 
success.

- This means that the entrepreneurial 
preparation in incumbent firms are very 
important for entrepreneurial growth



Return to Incumbents

- Involuntary returns: Kim (2020) uses US Census data to 

explore “acqui-hires” 

- Acqui-hires often do not work in harnessing talents as the mis-

match leads to high turnover

-Voluntary returns: flight to safety—when the risks and 

uncertainty of staying in entrepreneurship become to 

high, workers are more willing to return to incumbents

- Bernstein, Townsend, and Xu (2020) workers are search more 

incumbent jobs (less startup jobs) during the COVID Pandemic!



4. Physical Capital—The Nascent Area 

Startups:

A1. Startups are more financially 

constrained than incumbents

A2. Startups are more likely to 

produce disruptive innovation

A3. Startups are more experimental 

and uncertain

Incumbents:

A4. Incumbents already own (to some 

extent to) market power

A5. Incumbents have more resources 

(marketing, knowledge, reputation)



“Young Firms, Old Capital”

-Ma, Murfin, and Pratt (2020) 
- Using UCC data in the US, identify a capital 

reallocation relation between startups and 
incumbents—young firms buy used capital 
from incumbents due to financial constraints 
(A1)

- Startups benefit from the availability of 
incumbents’ used capital

- Incumbents benefit from startups facilitating 
their own capital upgrades/turnover



Physical Capital Investment as Entry Deterrence

-Cookson (2018)
- Add the incentives to protect 

market power

- Using new data on entry plans 
into the American casino 
industry

- Incumbent firms invest in 
physical capacity to deter 
eventual entry of new 
competitors



Thoughts on Future Research
Three Potential Venues to Push This Forward



The Depth

-Additional frictions that affect such interactions

-Regulation

-Geographic barrier and agglomeration

-Redeployment of assets over incumbents' failures



The Links

-Most of the decisions are considered independently, how can we make 

sense of them in a comprehensive framework

-For example, CVC vs. acquisitions vs. alliances

-For example, how can firms manage talents with labor mobility between 

startups and incumbents



The Trend

-If most of the patterns are driven by the set of assumptions

- On financial, resources, innovation, market power…

-The interactions would change when those assumptions change

- Easier financing for startup

- More market concentration

- Lowering experimentation cost

-If the interaction patterns change, how would that affect growth and 

business dynamism?



Thank You Very Much!


